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Synthetic Seismograms in Heterogeneous Media by One-return 
Approximation 

RU-SHAN WU ~ 

Abstract--When reverberations between heterogeneities or resonance scattering can be neglected 
but accumulated effects of forward scattering are strong, the Born approximation is not valid but the De 
Wolf approximation can be applied in such cases. In this paper, renormalized MFSB (multiple-forescat- 
tering single-baekscattering) equations and the dual-domain expressions for scalar, acoustic and elastic 
waves are derived by a unified approach. Two versions of the one-return method (using MFSB 
approximation) are given: One is the wide-angle dual-domain formulation (thin-slab approximation); 
the other is the screen approximation. In the screen approximation, which involves a small-angle 
approximation for the wave-medium interaction, it can be seen clearly that the forward scattered, or 
transmitted waves are mainly controlled by velocity perturbations; while the backscattered or reflected 
waves, by impedance perturbations. The validity of the method and the wide-angle capability of the 
dual-domain implementation are demonstrated by numerical examples. Reflection coefficients of a plane 
interface derived from numerical simulations by the wide-angle method match the theoretical curves well 
up to critical angles. For the reflections of a low-velocity slab, the agreement between theory and 
synthetics only starts to deteriorate for angles greater than 70 ~ The accuracy of the wide-angle version 
of the method could be further improved by optimizing the wave-number filtering for the forward 
propagation and shrinking the step length along the propagation direction. 

Key words: Wave propagation, synthetic seismograms, heterogeneous media, one-return approxi- 
mation. 

1. Introduction 

One-way approx imat ion  for wave propaga t ion  has been in t roduced and widely 

used as propagators  in forward and inverse problems of scalar, acoustic and  elastic 

waves (e.g., CLAERBOUT, 1970, 1976; LANDERS and  CLAERBOUT, 1972; FLATTI~ 

and  TAPPERT, 1975; TAPPERT, 1977; McCoY,  1977; HUDSON, 1980; WALES and 

McCoY,  1983; WALES, 1986; STOFFA et al., 1990; WU and I-IUANG, 1992; WU, 

1994; WU and XIE, 1994). The great advantages of one-way propaga t ion  methods  

are the fast speed of  computa t ion ,  often by several orders of magni tudes  faster than  

the full wave finite difference and  finite element methods,  and the huge saving in 
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internal memory. The recent successful extension and applications of one-way 
elastic wave propagation methods, e.g., the complex screen method (Wu, 1994; Wv 
and XIE, 1994), stimulated the research interest in developing similar theory and 
techniques for reflected or backscattered wave calculations namely developing 
methods of synthetic seismograms using the concept of one-way wave propagation 
and single interaction. Wu and HUANG (1995a,b) have introduced a wide-angle 
modeling method for acoustic waves using the De Wolf approximation and 
phase-screen propagator. XIE and Wu (1995) introduced a complex screen method 
for the calculation of backscattered elastic waves under a small-angle approxima- 
tion. In this paper, the wide-angle method of Wu and HVANG (1995a,b) is extended 
to the case of elastic waves, and the relation between the wide-angle method and the 
screen approximation is derived for the acoustic case. In section 2 the concept of 
MFSB (the De Wolf approximation) is summarized. The dual-domain thin-slab 
formulations for the case of scalar, acoustic and elastic media are derived in section 
3. The implementation procedures of this wide-angle modeling method are also 
summarized in section 3. In section 4, wave number domain formulations are 
derived as an intermediate step towards the screen approximation. The wave 
number domain formulation is equivalent to the dual-domain formulation. How- 
ever, the former contains matrix multiplications and therefore is computationally 
intensive. The screen approximation, which involves a small-angle approximation 
for the wave-medium interaction, is derived for acoustic media in section 5. In the 
screen approximation, it can be seen clearly that the forward scattered, or transmit- 
ted waves are mainly controlled by velocity perturbations, while the backscattered 
or reflected waves, by impedance perturbations. The validity of the method and the 
wide-angle capability for the dual-domain implementation are demonstrated by 
numerical examples in section 6, where the comparison of angular dependence of 
reflection coefficients calculated from synthetic seismograms by this method with 
theoretical curves is made and good agreement between theory and synthetics is 
demonstrated. Finally, conclusions and discussion are given in section 7. 

2. Multiple Forescattering Single Backscattering (MFSB) 
Approximation --De Wolf Approximation 

When discontinuities inside a medium are not very sharp or parameter perturba- 
tions of heterogeneities are not very strong, reverberations between heterogeneities 
or resonance scattering usually can be neglected. However, the accumulated effect 
of forward scattering, which we will refer to as forescattering, cannot be always 
neglected. In fact for large volume heterogeneous media or long propagation 
distance, multiple forescattering is very important for both forward modeling and 
inverse problems. 
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2. I. Lipmann-Schwinger Equation 

Start from the scalar wave equation, 

-4- 0)2 

Define co(x) as the background velocity of the medium, resulting in 

(V 2 + k2)p(x) = -k2f (x)p(x)  (2) 

where k = co/co is the background wave number and 

c~ s 2 ( x )  - So ~ 
F(x) c2(x ) 1 s~ - e(x) (3) 

is the perturbation function (dimensionless force), in which s = 1/c is the slowness 
of the medium. Let 

p(x) =p~ + P(x). (4) 

Then 
( '  

p(x) =p~ + k 2 ~ d3x'g(x; x')F(x')p(x') (5) 

where g(x; x') is the Green's function in the background medium. This is the 
Lipmann-Schwinger equation. 

2.2. Renormalization of Scattering Series and the De Wolf Approximation 

The Lipmann-Schwinger equation can have a formal solution in terms of the 
Born series. The widely used Born approximation is the leading term of the series. 
The Born approximation is only valid when the heterogeneities are weak and the 
propagation distance is short. After renormalization of the multiple scattering 
series, DE WOLF (1971, 1985) derived a MFSB (multiple forescattering single 
backscattering) approximation: 

p(x) =pJ(x) + k z ~ d3x'gf(x; x')F(x')p/(x ') (6) 

where pJ and g~ are the renormalized, multiple forescattered field and Green's 
function, respectively. In this paper pF and gY will be calculated using the phase- 
screen propagator. Note that in the De Wolf approximation, both the total exact 
field and the free space Green's function are replaced by the renormalized, multiple 
forescattering approximations, and is superior to the approximations made by Wu 
and HUANG (1992) in which only the total exact field is approximated but the fi'ee 
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space Green's function is left intact. This MFSB approximation is valid whenever 
the backscattered field is considerably smaller than the forescattered field. 

3. A Dual-domain Thin-slab Formulation for MFSB Synthetics 

3.1. The Case of Scalar Media 

The scattered field at a receiving point (z*, x*) can be calculated using (6) as 

P(z*, x}) = k' f. d3xgS(z *, x$; x)F(x)pf(x) (7) 

where x* is the horizontal position in the receiver plane at depth z*. Equation (7) 
can be numerically implemented using phase-screen propagators (THOMSON and 
CHAPMAN, 1983; MARTIN and FLATTI~, 1988; STOFFA 1990; WU and HUANG, 
1992; Wu, 1994). To speed up calculation of the backscattered field, the local Born 
approximation can be used within a thin-slab. This means that the forescattered 
field pr can be kept unperturbed and gf can be replaced by a constant medium 
Green's function within the slab. Assume z' and Zl as the slab entrance (top) and 
exit (bottom) respectively (see Fig. 1), and Fourier-transform equation (7) with 
respect to xr, resulting in 

f) ff P(z*, Kr) = k 2 dz d2xrg~ *, Kr; x)F(x)pf(x) (8) 

.,'X 

Y 
;???Y/: i:; iii i - : ~  

ii iii i;???: i': ! ~ I  

z 

Figure 1 
Geometry of the thin-slab formulation. 
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where 

with 

One-return Approximation 

g~ KT; z, XT) = t ei;.lz. ~l e - '~"  xT 
2y 

Substituting (9) into (8) yields 

159 

(9) 

= , / ~ -  K>. (10) 

s Jf P(z*, KT) = k 2 dze ivlz*--q d2xre-iKrXr[F(z, XT)pJ(Z, XT) ], (11) 
z 

Note that the two-dimensional inner integral is a 2-D Fourier transform. Therefore, 
the dual-domain technique can be used to implement (11). 

3.2�9 The Case of  Acoustic Media 

For a linear isotropic acoustic medium, the wave equation in frequency domain 

1 O9 2 
V - -  Vp + - - p  = 0 (12) 

p K 

where p is the pressure field, p and K are the density and bulk module of the 
medium, respectively, 

Assuming Po and ~c o as the parameters of the background medium, in the case 
of thin-slab, the above equation can be written as 

I v 2 p + _ p = _  o,2 _ + v .  - Vp (13) 
190 ts 0 

o r  

( V  2 -t- k 2 ) p ( x )  = - k 2 F ( x ) p ( x )  

which is the same as the case of the scalar media except 

1 V F ( x ) = 8 ~ ( x ) + ~ 5  .gpV 

(14) 

(15) 

where F(x)  is an operator instead of a scalar function, with 

~ ( x ) -  ~o 
z(x) 

(16) 

P0 
ev(X) p(x) 1. (17) 
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If p is kept constant (p = Po), then e~ = c2/c 2 -  1 = e, reverting to the scalar 
medium case. 

From (11), the dual-domain expression for the scattered pressure field at the 
receiving depth z* for acoustic media can be written explicitly as 

i: {f P(z*, Kr)  -- k 2 dzei~l z*-zl d2xre-'XTx~[e~(z, x r )p @ ,  Xr)] 
z 

where 

1 
/~ = ~ (Kr,  kz) (19) 

= -+ 7 for forescattering and backscattering, respectively. The incident field where kz 
pF(z, x r )  and its gradient VpF(z, Xr) at depth z can be calculated from the field at 

t 0 t ! the slab entrance z ,p  (z ,  Xr), as follows 

and 

1 ffdK,rpO(K,r)e,~ ( ~)e~Kr _ _  ' ' z - -  ' " ' U'(x) =pf(z, x r )  -- 4~ 2 �9 xT (20) 

ff vpf(x) = ~ dK'rk'p~ 'wrxr, (21) 

= ~ (K),  7'). (22) 

where 

3.3. The Case of Elastic Media 

The equation of motion in a linear, heterogeneous elastic medium can be written 

as (AKI and RICHARDS, 1980) 

- ~ o 2 p ( x ) u ( x )  = V .  ,~(x) (23) 

where u is the displacement vector, a(x) is the stress tensor (dyadic) and p is the 
density of the medium. Here we assume no body force exists in the medium. We 

know the stress-displacement relation 

a(x) = e(x): ~;(x) =gc.1. (Vu + uV) (24) 

where e is the elastic constant tensor of the medium, g is the strain field, uV stands 
for the transpose of Vu, and ":"  stands for the double scalar product of tensors 
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defined through (ab): (e f t )=  (b -c ) (a - f l ) .  Equation (23) can then be written as a 

wave equation of the displacement field: 

-~o2p(x)u(x)  = v -  [�89 e: [Vu + uV]. (25) 

If the parameters of the elastic medium and the total wave field can be 
decomposed as 

p(x) = 0o + @(x)  

e(x) = Co + ac(x)  

u(x) = u~ + U(x)  (26) 

where Po and eo are the parameters of the background medium, @ and 6e are the 
corresponding perturbations, u ~ is the incident field and U is the scattered field, then 
(25) can be rewritten as 

--cO2po U - V. [�89 Co: (VU + UV)] = F (27) 

F = oo28pu + V'  [6c: g] (28) 

where F is the equivalent body force due to scattering. 

Similar to equation (8), we can express the scattered displacement field for a 
thin-slab in the horizontal wave-number domain as 

s U(z*,  KT)  = dz d2XT{C~pok2tlf(Xr, Z) q- V" [~5C: ~ ' f (xr ,  Z)]}" GO(KT, Z*; 71T, Z) 

(29) 

where 

G~ z, x r ) -  892fio) 2 J J d  Krk~k ~ y e ~ ' 

where I is the unit dyadic, and 

and 

ik~ ~ d Z K r ( i _ f f : ~ )  l eag.r (30) 
-} 8g 2p(.o 2 ?/~ 

7p = .~k~ -- K 2 (31) 

where k~ = e~/~ and k B = co/fl are the P and S wave numbers with ~ and fi as the 
P-  and S-wave velocities, respectively. For isotropic, media 

ac(x): E(x) = a~(x)I~(x)]I + 28#(x)g(x). (32) 
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Substituting (30) into (29) we can derive the dual-domain expressions for scattered 
displacement fields in isotropic elastic media. 

For P to P scattering: 

Uee(Kr, z*) = ~7~ dze~G(~* -~) 

• {]C~]G " f f dzXTe-iKT xr Cp(Xr' z) u~(Xr' 

- l ~  f f d Z x T e  i~T xr 32(xr'  Z) 1 2 + 21t ik~ V- ~(xT,  z) 

with k2 = + G  for forescattering and k~ = - G  for backscattering, and 
1 

/~ = ~  (Kr, k~). For the sake of brevity, we dropped the subscripts "0" for the 

background parameters. In (33) ~ ( x r ,  z), V. ~ ( x r ,  z) and g{(xr,  z) can be calcu- 
lated by 

1 V.u{(Xr,  Z) = 1 

1 gf (xr ,  z )=  1 ff - -  ~ [k~u~(Kr) + u~(Kr)k~] e ";(~-~') ik~ ~ d2K,reiKY ~Tl ^, o , o , ^, 

1 ffd2K, ~,, (34) 

where u~  = I.~ and k; = (K~, y;). 
For P to S scattering: 

UPS(Kr, z * ) =  ik~ r zl 

• {(I--;fls f f  daXTe-iKT'xr~P(XT'Z) 

where Ic'r~ = l (Kr, k~). 
'*is 
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For S to P scattering: 

USP(KT, z*) = 

x {(d& ff 
-(k"~/kfi)k"~(k~k"~): i fd2xve- 'Kr"r2 C~/~(XT' Z) 1 g~(XT, Z)}. # ik~ 

For S to S scattering: 

USS(Kr, z * ) -  ik-~2~ .If ~ dze ̀ k~(~* -') 
- 27 ~ 

= -(I-k;k;) .  [s f;d%-e-'K~ ~2 &(xT'~) l g,(x~,~)]}. # ik~ 

In (36) and (37) ~ ( x r ,  z) and g~(xr, z) can be calculated by 

~(xr, z) = 4@ f f d2K, e,K~ . ~TuOAK, )ei,'~(z z,) 

X T I  A t  0 t ~ " [k,u~(Kr) + u~(K~-)k}]e ''h(~-~') 1 H ik~ Ef~(xT' z) ---- 4~z2-- d2K~ - e 'w~ 

where 

/~} 1 , 
= ( K T ,  

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

3.4. Implementation Procedure 

Under the MFSB approximation we can update the total field with a marching 
algorithm in the forward direction. We can slice the whole medium into thin-slabs 
perpendicular to the propagation direction. A weak scattering condition holds for 
each thin-slab. For each slab-step forward, the forward and backward scattered 
fields by a thin-slab between z' and z~ are calculated and the forescattered field is 
added to the incident field so that the updated field becomes the incident field for 
the next thin-slab. The procedure for acoustic media and elastic media can be 
summarized as follows. The simplification for the case of scalar media is straightfor- 
ward. 

1. Fourier transform the incident fields at the entrance of each thin-slab into 
wave-number domain. 
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2. Free propagate in wave-number domain and calculate the primary fields and 
their gradients (including strain fields for the case of elastic media) within the slab. 

3. At each depth within the slab, inverse FT the primary fields and their gradients 
into space domain, and then interact with the medium perturbations: calculate the 
distorted fields. 

4. FT the distorted fields into wave-number domain and perform the divergence 
(and curl, in the case of elastic media) operations to obtain the scattered fields. Sum 
up scattered fields by all the perturbation parameters, and multiply them with a 
weighting factor i/27. Then free propagate to the entrance of the slab. The total 
backscattered field by the thin-slab can be propagated to the surface using the 
multi-screen propagator. 

5. Calculate the forescattered field at the slab exit and add to the primary field 
to form the total field as the incident field at the entrance of the next thin-slab. 

6. Continue the procedure iteratively. 
7. Sum up all the backscattered waves to form the total scattered field at the 

surface. 
Note that medium-wave interaction for the case of acoustic waves involves vector 

operations and needs three pairs of FFT for each step, while for the case of elastic 
waves, tensor (strain fields) operations are involved. Due to the symmetric properties 
of the strain tensors, there are only six independent components for each tensor. 
From (33)-(38)  we see that many pairs of F F T  are required for each step and 
therefore the computation for elastic wave scattering is rather intensive. 

4. Thin-slab Formulation in Wave-number Domain 

In order to further accelerate the computation, approximations to the interaction 
between the thin-slab and incident waves can be applied. First we discuss the 
thin-slab formulation in the wave-number domain and in the next section, the screen 
approximation will be made based on the wave-number domain formulation. 

To obtain the wave-number domain formulation, we analytically carry out the 
integration along z direction between the slab entrance z' and the exit zl (see Fig. 
1). In the case of acoustic media, we substitute (20) and (21) into equation (18) and 
perform the moving frame coordinate transform z ~ z - z ' ,  resulting in 

i k z f f  
- -  e ~( -- ~)(~* ~') dK'r P(z*, K r )  27 4n 2 

• {foAZdz f f  d2XTeAZ, XT)p~ i(• e - i (K~-~ '~)"~ 

- (k -  k')  dz d2xre,(z,  xr )p~  -i(+-~ /)'- e-J(Kr-~'r).xT 

(39) 
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where 

p O(K,r ) = p f ( z ' ,  K~ ) (40) 

is the incident field at the slab entrance, Az = z ~ - z ' ,  and +7 correspond to 
forescattering and backscattering, respectively. Note that 

;o -ff dz d 2 x T F ( X )  e -i(k-k') �9 x : ff(k - k') (41) 

where if(K) is the 3-D Fourier transform of the thin-slab, i.e., the Slab-Spectrum, 
k' is the incident wave number (22), and k is the outgoing wave number (scattering 
wave number) defined as 

k = k f = KT + 7Oz (42) 

for the forescattered field and 

k = k b = K y - ydz ( 4 3 )  

for the backscattered field. Therefore the Local Born scattering in the wave number 
domain can be written as 

k 2 
e(z*, K T )  = I' 8T/727 eik~(z * z,) 

if x dK'r[~,(k ~ , '  - ' - ' - - ? , K T  K T ) - - ( k ' k ) ~ p ( k ~ - - 7 , K r - - K ~ ) ] p ~  

(44) 

with kz = 7 for forescattering and kz = - 7  for backscattering, When the receiving 
level is at the bottom of the thin-slab (forescattering), z * =  z~; while z * =  z' is for 

the backscattered field at the entrance of the thin-slab. The total transmitted field 
at the slab bottom can be calculated as the sum of the forescattered field and the 
primary field which can be approximated as 

p~ x * ) = 4 ~  5 ffdKrp~ (45) 

We see that the scattering characteristics depend on the spectral properties of 
heterogeneities. In the case of large-scale heterogeneities, where lateral sizes of 
heterogeneities are exceedingly larger than wavelength, the major forescattered 
energy is concentrated in a small cone positioned towards the forward direction. 
For forescattering, the outgoing wave numbers k are in the same directions as the 
incoming wave numbers k'. Within the small cone, k - k' stays small. Therefore, the 
scattered waves are controlled by the low lateral spatial-frequency components of 
heterogeneities. Meanwhile, k and k' have opposite directions for backscattered 
waves and the backscattering is most sensitive to those vertical spectral components 
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which are comparable to the half-wavelength (see Wu and AK~, 1985). Also we 
know that forescattering is controlled by velocity heterogeneities, while backscatter- 

ing respond mostly to impedance heterogeneities (ibid). This point will be seen far 
more clearly in the next section. 

Note that the wave-slab interaction in the wave-number domain (equation (29)) 
is not a convolution and therefore the operation in the space domain is not local. 
Therefore, the wave-slab interaction in the wave-number domain involves matrix 
multiplication and is computationally intensive. 

For  the case of elastic media, the same procedure can lead equations (33)-(38)  
to the corresponding wave-number formulation as expressed by equation (31) of 
Wu (1994). For  the sake of brevity, we omit the formulation here. 

5. The Screen Approximation: 

For special applications, the medium varies slowly in the vertical direction and 
the synthetics only involve small-angle backscattering. In this case the screen 
approximation can be applied to accelerate the computation. 

Under the small-angle scattering approximation, we can compress the thin-slab 
into an equivalent screen and therefore change the 3-D spectrum into a 2-D 
spectrum. Dual-domain implementation of  the screen approximation will make the 
modeling of backscattering very efficient. In the following, the case of acoustic 
media will be shown as an example. For the screen approximation in the case of 
elastic media, readers are referred to XIE and Wu (1995) and the forthcoming 

publications. 

5.1. Small-angle Approximation 

Under this approximation, both incoming and outgoing wave numbers have 
small transversal components KT compared to the longitudinal component 7 and 
therefore 

( K2r~ (46) ?=x/k2-KZr mk 1 - 2 k  j. 

Then 

and 

k s -  k' = (Kr  - K~) + (~; - 7')G 

~(KT-K~) + \2k 2~2 + 0~ (47) 

k b - k' = (Kr  - K'r) - (7 + 7')~z ~ (Kv - K~) - 2kG. (48) 
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5.2. Screen Approximation in Acoustic Media 

With the small-angle approximation, we can make the following approximations 

~(kJ- k) ~ ? ( K T  -- K% Kz = 0) 

= d x r e - i ( K r - K ~ ) - X r  dz[e~(XT, Z) -- tp(Xr, Z)] 
0 

= 2 f f d X T  e- i (KT- K'T) XTSv(XT) (49) 

where S v  is a screen velocity perturbation, and 

F(k  b - k) ~ ? ( K r  - K~, X~ = - 2 k )  

if f? 
x 

= d x v e  i (Kr-W~)~r  c~ei2~[s,~(xr, z) + So(XT, Z)] 

= 2 f f d x T  e -~(KT - K'T ) ~TSz(xT) (50) 

where Sr is a screen of impedance perturbation. We see that under small-angle 

approximation,  3-D thin-slab spectra have been replaced by 2-D screen spectra 
which are slices of  the 3-D spectra. In the case of  forescattering, the slice is from a 

velocity spectrum at K= = 0; while for backscattering, from an impedance spectrum 

at K~ = - 2 k .  In the special case when F (x r ,  z) varies very little along z within the 
thin-slab, the screen spectra can be further approximated as 

F(k  f -  k) m 2Sv(K T - K~) 

= [g~(Kv - K~) - gp(K r - K~)]Az 

F ( k  b - k) ~ 2S~(KT - K ~ )  

= [~'~(KT -- K~) + gp(Kr - K~)]Az sinc(kAz) e ikA-~. (51) 

The scattered fields (44) under the screen approximation become 

p ( z . ,  K r  ) ~ i _ _  eik~(z*--.3 , ^ , 0 , dKTS(KT - Kr)p  (KT). (52) 4~2y 

The above equation is a convolution integral in the wave-number domain and the 
corresponding operation in the space domain is a local one. The dual-domain 
technique can be used to speed up the computation 

ff P(z*, K r )  ~ i - -  e ik~* -z) d x r e  -~xr x r S ( x r ) p ~  (53) 
7 
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where 

1Io ~Z S(xT) = S~(xT) = ~ dz[~(xT, z) - ~(xT, z)] 

S(x~) = &(x~)  = ~ dzei2~[~(x~, ~) + ~(x~, z)] 

The total transmitted field at z~ is 

pf(z,, KT) =P~ KT) + Pf(zl, KT) 

e,~._ (._,- e) I i dxre-iKr. ~rpO(xr ) exp[ikSv(xr )] 
JJ 

for forescattering, (54) 

for backscattering. (55) 

(56) 

where k/7~ ~ 1 has been used for the scattered field, based on the small-angle 
scattering approximation. The above equation is the dual-domain implementation 
of phase-screen propagation. 

5.3 Procedure of MFSB Using the Screen Approximation 

1. Fourier transform the incident field at the starting plane into the wave- 
number domain and free propagate to the screen. 

2. Inverse Fourier transform the incident field into the space domain. Interact 
with the impedance screen (complex-screen) to obtain the backscattered field, and 
interact with the velocity screen (phase-screen) to derive the transmitted field. 

3. Propagate the backscattered field back to the surface using the phase-screen 
propagator. 

4. Fourier transform the transmitted field into the wave-number domain and 
free propagate to the next screen. 

5. Repeat the propagation and interaction screen-by-screen to the bottom of the 
model space. 

6. Numerical Tests for Reflected Waves 

In the dual-domain thin-slab formulation, no small-angle approximation is 
made. The only approximation is the smallness of perturbations within each 
thin-slab so that the back-ground Green's function can be applied and the incident 
waves can be treated as propagated in the background media. In the limiting case, 
the thickness of the thin-slab can be shrunk to one grid step. In that case, the only 
approximation involved is the dual-domain implementation (or split step al- 
gorithm). The screen approximation is made by using the small-angle approxima- 
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tion and is applicable when the scales of  heterogeneities in the medium are larger than 
the dominant wavelength. The screen approximation can substantially reduce the 
computation time of the method. We will discuss its accuracy and limitations in 
future publications. In this paper we test only the wide-angle version of the method 
to discern the capability of the method for modeling wide-angle scattering phenom- 
ena, such as the amplitude versus offset, critical-angle reflection, etc. In the following 
we compare the calculated reflection coefficients by the one-return method with the 
theoretical coefficients for plane wave incidences. 

The model of the numerical test is shown in Figure 2, where a plane interface 
between two layers is located at the depth of 500 m. The model is defined on a 
2048 x 300 rectangular grid. The grid spacing in the horizontal direction is 8 m and 
that in the vertical direction is 5 m. A pressure point source is applied at the center 
of the upper border of the model. The velocity and density of  the upper layer are 
2000 m/s and 1.0 g/cm 3, respectively. Reflection coefficients at the interface are cal- 
culated for different velocity and density perturbations in the lower layer, using the 
one-return method. The frequency range applied in the calculation is from 14.6 Hz 
to 19.5 Hz with 11 frequency components. We calculate the reflection coefficient for 
each frequency component and take an average over the 11 frequencies. 

Figure 3a displays the results for 10% of the velocity and density perturbations 
in the lower layer and Figure 3b exhibits 20%. In both figures, the dashed lines are 
theoretically predicted reflection coefficients of plane wave incidence and the solid 
curves are calculated results. We can see the good agreement between the theoreti- 

Pressure Source Receivers 
A A A ~.,. / A 

o0 v0 

Figure 2 
The layered model used in the numerical simulation. 
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Figure 3 
Comparison between theoretical and simulated reflection coefficients for a high-velocity 'half-space' as 
shown in Figure 2 when the velocity and density perturbations of the lower 'half-space' are (a) 10% and 
(b) 20%. Dashed lines represents the theoretical reflection coefficients and the solid curves, the simulated 

results. 

cal ones and the synthetics when the incidence angles are smaller than the critical 

angles. When the incidence angles are near and beyond the critical angles, the 
numerical results deviate from the theoretical curves. This may be attributable to 
several reasons such as the curved wave fronts of  waves from the point source, the 
wave number filtering in the process of forward propagation which reduces the 
amplitudes of large-angle scattered waves, and the effect of finite layer thickness. 
The amplitudes of  the calculated reflection coefficients decrease when the incidence 
angles are larger than approximately 70 ~ owing to the wave number filtering during 

the calculation of forward propagation. 
When the velocity and density perturbations of the lower layer are - 10% and 

-20%, the corresponding results are given in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. For  
Figure 4a, the frequency range is the same as above while the frequency range is 
from 4.88 Hz to 9.77 Hz with 11 frequency components for Figure 4b. We see from 
these figures that the synthetic reflection coefficients agree well with the theoretical 
results when the incidence angles are smaller than approximately 70 ~ . For  larger 
incidence angles, the amplitudes of reflection coefficients decrease because of  the 
wave number filtering. 

7. Conclusions and Discussion 

A fast dual-domain method for modeling reflected or backscattered waves in 
heterogeneous media, including scalar, acoustic and elastic media, has been derived 
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Figure 4 
Comparison between theoretical and simulated reflection coefficients for a low-velocity 'half-space' as 
shown in Figure 2 when the velocity and density perturbations of the lower 'half-space' are (a) - 10% 
and (b) -20%. Dashed lines represent the theoretical reflection coefficients and the solid curves, the 

simulated results. 

based on the one-return approximation, i.e., the multiple-forescattering single- 
backscattering approximation of De Wolf. The paramount advantages of the 
one-return approximation methods are the fast speed of computation and the huge 
saving of internal memory compared with the traditional full-wave methods. 
Therefore, the method is very suitable for large 3-D modeling, migration/inversion 
problems. Two versions of the one-return method, the wide-angle and that with 
screen approximation, are introduced. The relation between the wide-angle method 
and the screen approximation is also derived for the acoustic case. The screen 

approximation, which involves small-angle approximation for the wave-medium 
interaction, is faster than the wide-angle method. The speed and accuracy are 
controlled by screen intervals. In the screen approximation, it clearly can be seen 
that the forward scattered, or transmitted waves are mainly controlled by velocity 
perturbations; while the backscattered or reflected waves are governed by 
impedance perturbations. The validity of the method and the wide-angle capability 
the dual-domain implementation have been demonstrated by numerical examples. 

Numerical examples demonstrated that the reflection coefficients of a plane 
interface derived from numerical simulations by the one-return method match the 
theoretical curves well up to critical angles. In the numerical examples presented in 
this paper, the magnitude of simulated reflection coefficients drop from the theoret- 
ical curves beyond about 70 ~ . This may be further improved by optimizing the wave 
number filtering in our algorithm and decreasing the marching step length in z 
direction. From the derivation of the method based on a perturbation approach 
and a dual-domain implementation, we understand that the method maintains an 
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accurate implementation for the horizontal Helmholtz operator, but retains a 
first-order finite difference algorithm in z direction. Therefore, the errors of the 
algorithm depend on the step length in z direction, heterogeneity strength and the 
spectral properties of the heterogeneities. A detailed comparison of the two different 
versions of the method, i.e., the wide-angle version and the screen approximation 
version, including accuracy and computation speed, will be given in future publica- 
tions. 
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